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理八要素的角度，结合 XX 集团公司实际，详细分析了 XX 集团公司实施企业风险








































As a key state-owned enterprise under the direct control of the State-owned 
Assets Supervision and Administration Commission of the State Council, XX 
Corporation is continued to take the position on the list of global top 500 companies. 
After ten years of undeviating market-oriented transformation and management 
reformation, XX Corporation has gradually turned into an innovative enterprise, with 
modern concept, scientific management and outstanding core capacity. During this 
process, the self feature XX Corporation Management System(SMS) was gradually 
set up, among which the “dot-line-range”combined XX Corporation Risk 
Management System is the one of the most important substances of SMS. As the 
<The Guide of Total Risk Management on the key state-owned enterprises>of the 
State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission of the State Council 
was issued on June 6,2006, it is a new request for XX Corporation to improve its risk 
management system. 
In this report, the author unscramble and compare with the main theories and 
rules on the enterprise risk management, which are internal or domestic, especially the 
< The Guide of Total Risk Management on the key state-owned enterprises>of the 
State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission of the State Council, 
<Enterprise Internal Control Standard(the draft for suggestion)>of the Treasury 
Department, report on <Enterprise Risk Management—Integrated Framework> of 
COSO. And the author analyze the current risk management implementation situation 
in XX Corporation from the famous eight factors in detail, combined with the practice 
of XX Corporation. And then the author brings forward some suggestions on how to 
improve the risk management in XX Corporation. 
From the author’s viewpoint, the eight factors of Enterprise Risk Management 
are exist and run efficiently in XX Corporation now, they can greatly ensure that there 
are not big defects in the corporation, and the interrelated risks are covered in the 
range of its risk capacity. At the same time, in order to further improve the 
management ability, integrate competity and risk management standard of XX 
Corporation, and according to the demand of < The Guide of Total Risk Management 













to strengthen and consummate the work of risk management of XX Corporation, by 
means of learn from the inernal and external successful experiences. These 
suggestions are as follows: to catch hold of the main risks of corporation, change the 
center of gravity from the trade risk to those risks which can bring significant 
influence on the goal of the corporation to come true; continuously build and develop 
the home environment of the corporation, including set up anti-jobbery and keep away 
oral risk from the personnel; ensure efficient control activities, such as to strengthen 
the  control of information system, authorization management and duty-devide; use 
the unified database more sentifically, keep communication channel more smoothly 
and avoid overcharging the information, etc; and keep the supervisory control more 
efficiently by means of intensify the internal audit and responsibility investigation, 
make the misdeed be punished, etc. 
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